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Questions

• What is the nature of family effects?

• Where do we need genetics?

• What is the best evidence we have?

• What could we do at the moment and in 
the next 10 years?



Family influences on adolescents’ 
well-being

• Family 
influences

• Binge drinking

• Smoking

• Marijuana use

• Delinquency

• Dietary patterns

• Education

• Occupation



What does a family do?

• Family is a place where social/cultural 
and genetic influences meet!!!

• It transmits social/cultural influences

• It transmits genetic influences

• Traditional approach: statistical models

• Traditional approach: twin studies



Example 1: Genetic variation 
influences family behavior (e.g., 
pair-bonding)



Example 2: Why genetics may be 
useful: Separate genetic and 
environmental family effects?

• The classic Wisconsin model
• Social origin (parental education, occupation, 

and income) -> children‘s education and 
occupation outcomes

• No doubt parents provide important social 
environments, but parents also provide all the 
genes to children: 50% from father and 50% 
from mother

• Traditional estimates of parental influences 
may be exaggerated



Example 3: Why genetics may be 

useful: G x E interaction effects?

• Genetic propensities for adolescents 
may depend on parental involvement

• Involved parents suppress the 
propensities and un-involvement 
parents promote the propensities.



Why are GxE interactions 
important?

• Ignoring genetic propensities gives an 
average effect across all genotypes

• Suppose: genotypes A and B

• A is sensitive to family effect; B is not

• GxE interaction will reveal family effect; 
family effect may be cancelled if an 
average is estimated



GxE interactions are similar to 
personalized medicine in inspirit

• Personalized medicine:  Genetic tests 
divide individuals into groups in which 
the individuals are similar in genetic 
makeup

• For each group, personalized strategies 
can be developed for disease prevention 
and ―designer‖ drugs to reduce adverse 
reactions and increase efficacy.

• Similarity: Interactions with genetic 
propensities



Walum et al. 2008, PNAS

Example 1: Genetic variation 
influences family behavior

• Association between R53 (genetic var) 
in the AVPR1A gene and pair-bonding 
behavior in men

• Partner bonding, perceived marital 
problems, marital status, and marital 
quality as perceived by their spouses.



Example 2: Why genetics may be 
useful: Separate genetic and 
environmental family effects?

• Can‘t be done easily since controlling 
for genetic effects requires knowledge of 
most of the genes involved



What is the best evidence for a 
main genetic effect and an GxE 
interaction genetic effect for any 
human trait?



What is the best evidence for a 
main genetic effect for any 
human trait?

• 1980s: Mendelian traits – e.g., the Huntington 
disease (odds ratio=5000)

• Most diseases, traits, behaviors are ‗complex‘ 
subject to influences of numerous genes, 
environmental influences, and the interactions 
between the two.

• Late 1990s and prior to 2006: the focus on complex 
traits (odds ratio<1.5), but plagued by results that 
can‘t be replicated



Best evidence for main genetic 
effects

• Genome-wide association studies: one 
million SNPs for each individual

• Articles in high-profile journals since 2007 
report results from GWAS on breast cancer, 
prostate cancer, diabetes, leukemia…

• Two criteria: P < 0.00000005 (vs 0.05 we 
use normally); replications



Main genetic effects

• Geneticists are thinking bigger

• International consortiums: >30,000 
individuals each with >1 million SNPs

• They are going after effects averaged across 
all environments 

• Current most expensive efforts are NOT
even looking for GxE interactions.



Are there GxE interactions? What could 
we learn from an earlier experimental 
case? 



Scott et al 1942 Ginsburg and Allee 1942

Inbred Strains of Mice: Genetic 
Influences on Aggression

• First genetic evidence of  aggression 
produced in the 1940s from mice 
studies



• Inbred for >10 generations of brother-sister mating
• Each stock is nearly pure-breeding
• Small genetic differences w/n a stock and large b/w

stocks
• Different aggressive behavior across stocks: Genetic



First evidence for gene-
environment interaction for 
aggression (1940s)

• Mice of a pacific strain could be 
rendered aggressive through winning 
fights (assisted by researchers).

• Mice of an aggressive strain could be 
rendered pacific by experiencing defeats. 



GxE Interaction Complicated (1940s)

• Social hierarchy determined by fighting

• Far easier to move a high-status mouse downward 
by engineered defeats than move a low-status 
mouse upward 

• Mice lowest in social scale show extreme 
subordination 

• Mice with middle positions more easily moved in 
either directions

• Clear evidence for GxE interactions

• GxE interactions abundant, but difficult to estimate



Epigenetics: Mechanisms for 
GxE interactions

Definition: Biochemical changes that affect gene 
expression, but that do not change the DNA 
sequence. These changes can be inherited.

• Epigenetics is a record (readout) for past 
environmental influences and provides 
mechanisms for gene-environment interactions 

• Meaney et al.: Maternal non-licking -> 
methylation -> genes expression -> anxiousness 
among rats.



Our data source: National Longitudinal study of 
Adolescent Health 1994 -2010, US

• Wave I in 1994 with 20,000 aged 12-18; 
Wave II in 1996; Wave III in 2002; Wave 
IV under way

• A large-scale social science study having 
data measures on health behaviors

• Wave III in 2002, saliva collected from 
about 2,500 persons using buccal swabs

• 6 polymorphisms in 6 genes were 
genotyped



Delinquency Measures

• Serious delinquency: all items

• Violent delinquency: violent items

• Scales confirmed by factor analysis



3 genes and delinquency

• DAT1

• DRD2

• MAOA



Measures on Social Contexts

• Life stage

• Neighborhoods and schools

• Households

• Poverty

• Peers and Friends

• Gender

• Intelligence

• Religion



Our Data on Peers and Friends

• Study participants in ‗saturated‘ schools 
where all students were participants

• Each dominate 10 same-sex and 10 different-
sex friends starting from the best friend

• The nominated friends are study participants 
themselves

• Traditionally: self-reported friends‘ behaviors



Guo et al. ASR 2008



Guo et al. Euo J 

Hum Gen 2008

A VNTR polymorphism (variable) 
in MAOA

• Biochemical functional studies show 
three categories by promoter activity 
(gene expression): 4 repeat, 3 repeat; 
and 2 repeat



Guo et al Euro J Hum Gen 

2008

--MAOA*2R-rare allele

--Our collaborator Jean Shih of USC



Regression Analysis: 
Simultaneously Consider Genetic 
and Social Contexts

• Are genetic variants still related to 
delinquency after adjusted for social 
contexts?

• Are there interactions between genes 
and social contexts?



Guo et al ASR 

2008



Summary: main effects

• DAT1: 5% (9R/9R) behaviorally 
―conservative‖— ―straight arrows‖

• DRD2: 178/304: higher level of 
delinquency

• MAOA: 1% 2R highly delinquent; 



Summary: gene by social-control 

interaction effects 

• e.g., Genotype effect depends on 

parental involvement. It only raises 

delinquency when parents are not 

involved 



Guo et al ASR 2008

Effect of DRD2*178/304 depends on if pareants have regular meals with 

adolescents
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Guo et al. ASR 2008

DRD2* 178/304 vs 178/178 or 304/304
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Guo et al. ASR 2008

Effect of DRD2*178/304 depends on presence of 2 biological parents
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Guo et al. ASR 2008

Effect of repeat a grade depends on MAOA*2R
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Guo et al under review

The protective effect of DAT1 on a 
spectrum of risky behaviors (Main effect)



Guo et al. under review

Figure 1. Behavior gap between the DAT1* 9R/9R and the DAT1* Any10R genotypes 

among white males: ten risky behaviors
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Guo et al. under review

Figure 2. Background gap between the DAT1* 9R/9R and the DAT1* Any10R 

genotypes among white males
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The protective effect depends on if the 
specific behavior is legal at the specific 
cage



Guo et al under review



Guo et al. under review



Ongoing Project I

• Supported by the W.T. Grant Foundation, we 
have collected health behaviors and saliva DNA 
on 2,600 randomly assigned college roommates

• The study investigates if genetic propensities 
would moderate the roommate‘s influence on 
behaviors such as binge drinking and smoking 
and physical exercises

• Illumina 384 SNPs



Ongoing Project II

• Add Health Wave III:  We are doing 
Illumina 1536 SNPs to study 80+ genes 
shown by rodent studies to be involved 
in aggression in 2,500 individuals 
funded by NSF (Social Dynamics 
Program)



What could we do now and in the 
next 10 years?

• Effects on family behavior (pair-bonding): possible; 
highly credible results difficult

• Controlling for entire genetic effect: difficult

• GxE interaction effects: Plenty of possibilities; highly 
credible results difficult

• Epigenetic mechanisms (methylation): possible and 
complicated.

• In 10 years, we may find a significant number of soc 
sci studies incorporating genetics and epigenetics. 
Soci sci have a more comprehensive view  than 
geneticists.


